Glen at Horizon Drive COA
Animal Waste Policy and Procedure
Pursuant to C.R.S. §38-33.3-209.S(l)(b)(IV)
BE IT RESOLVED, the Association hereby adopts the following procedures to be followed for
enforcing an Animal Waste Policy within the Condominium Owners Association (COA).
1. Scope:
To adopt a procedure and policy outlining procedures to be followed for enforcing an Animal
Waste Policy in conjunction with the Covenants, Codes & Restrictions (CCRs) of the COA.
This Policy includes all animals that utilize outdoor spaces, including, but not limited to
Emotional Support Animals (ESAs), Service Animals and any other animal that creates
waste in outdoor spaces. This Policy is fully enforceable under current Colorado law. It
does not fine the owners of ESAs or Service Animals; rather, it collects fees from owners
who have an animal that creates waste in outdoor spaces. All animals utilizing the
exterior/outdoor, common spaces create waste and this Policy works to reduce animal waste
in the community by paying for services to remove said waste and charging only the owners
who own said animals.
In accordance in keeping with the Colorado Common Interest Ownership Act
(CCIOA), the Board has adopted a policy to charge all owners of animals (that utilize
the outdoor common spaces) in the COA $10.00 per month to pay for animal waste,
clean up services.
Upon implementation of this policy, it will be the responsibility of every owner to notify
within 30 days the Board of Directors or the managing company of animal-ownership if
they or their tenants/renters/lessees have/own or take care of animals that utilize the
outdoor, common spaces. Every owner has 30 days upon purchasing/closing on a unit to
notify the aforementioned if they own animals that utilize exterior common spaces. When a
lease is secured for a renter to reside in the COA, the owner has 30 days to notify the
association if their renter/tenant/lessee has said animal/s.
Failure to notify the Board or the managing company (where applicable) shall result in
a $250.00 automatic fine once it is verified the owner or tenant has an animal that
utilizes common COA (outdoor) spaces and has not been reported within 30 days of
moving into the unit or implementation of this policy. Combined with this fine, the
owner shall also be responsible for paying the $10.00 per month in keeping with this
policy.

